subjected to a beam of light whose flux and energy (wavelength) leads to photochemical destruction of the chromophore's capacity for fluorescence, i.e., the formerly fluorescent protein molecules are "bleached." One then observes, as a function of time, the extent to Thoru Pederson* Department of Biochemistry and Molecular Pharmacology University of Massachusetts Medical School Worcester, Massachusetts 01605 which fluorescence reappears in the bleachspot, indicative of surrounding, i.e., nonbleached molecules moving In 1633, after "confessing" to his inquisitors' insistence into this region (Figure 1 ). In practice, both the time that the earth is immobile in the heavens, it is said that course and the percent recovery of fluorescence are Galileo muttered: "Eppur si muove" ("Nevertheless, it followed. The former is a measure of the mobility of the molecules. The percent recovery, to the extent that it moves").
is acting as single molecules or ones complexed with binding partner(s), particularly if the combined molecular mass of the putative complex happens to be less than ‫-01ف‬fold that of the monomeric protein itself.
Misteli et al. reported similar findings for H1, and their data indicated that an H1 molecule stays bound to chromatin on average of 3.5 min. These investigators also examined H1 mobility at intranuclear sites containing diffuse versus condensed chromatin, i.e., euchromatin versus constitutive heterochromatin, and found no appreciable difference. An additional observation made by Misteli et al. was that the average residence time of H1 in chromatin was shortened when a hyperacetylated state of the nucleosomal histones was induced, adding to the current view that H1 loss is part of chromatin remodeling.
The rapid flux of H1 observed in these two studies can be put in further, kinetic perspective by considering the results of McNally et al. (2000), one of the first of the current studies, who used FRAP to investigate the intranuclear mobility of the glucocorticoid hormone receptor (GR). Although previous biochemical work had alone. In both cases, the process can be diffusion. Moreover, if a molecule or structure a given nuclear protein coming out every few months, we must remember that these studies are based on a single technique, FRAP encounters while in its off state were itself to change in concentration or in some qualitative way, for example (and FLIP). While not disparaging these important and revealing methods, it would be good to see these kinds during a short-term physiological transition of the cell, then depending on the degree to which this increases of results confirmed by other methods. Indeed, the study of nuclear protein dynamics will likely be increasingly or decreases the mobility of the protein in question (in its off state), the observed movement would be logically deploying a broader array of chemical biology and biophysics, e.g., fluorescence resonance energy transfer, interpreted as "regulated." Evidence for such a phenomenon has very interestingly turned up in the recent nuemerging single molecule detection methods applicable to living cells, and introduced reporters designed to clear estrogen receptor FRAP study (Stenoien et al., 2001) , and this is a particularly important issue for further interrogate molecular conformation.
One consideration in these FRAP-based studies is exploration in all of the systems in which nuclear protein mobility is being studied. the likely multiplicity of kinetic and metabolic pathways operating with respect to a given nuclear protein under
Chemical and Physical Cell Biology
The ultimate goal of this newly emerging field is to be investigation. For example, in the case of H1, a portion of the molecules will have just arrived in the nucleus of able to understand nuclear functions by what chemical engineers would call a systems approach, in which the some cells, newly translated and thus perhaps recognizable as such, another major portion would be the preexknown concentrations (ideally the chemical potentials), the kinetic behavior, and the binding equilibria of all the isting bulk H1, itself fluxing into and out of chromatin, and yet another portion might be tagged for destruction reacting molecules can be used to describe the biology at the mesoscopic scale. This is an epistemological cenand thus interacting with the proteolytic machinery. (We can recall that ubiquitin was first discovered as a histone ter around which we should all rally, for the truth is that we cell biologists exist in a perpetual state of intellectual modification.) Nuclear proteins studied by FRAP might also include subpopulations being actively exported or frustration when pondering molecular dynamics operating inside living cells. The recent studies on the just recently imported and thus in different molecular states, or bound to other cargo or import-export factors movement of proteins and RNA in the nucleus constitute a valued core of initial information in this overall scientific to varying extents. FRAP and FLIP studies cannot distinguish among such multiple populations since the meashift, one in which the sciences of chemistry and biophysics will increasingly be at play. In 1938, a Rockefeller surements are conducted on a total population of molecules, although some of these variously imagined Foundation officer, Warren Weaver, coined "molecular biology" long before the term came into general use. subpopulations might be manifest as an immobile fraction. Indeed, an immobile fraction of histone H1 was Today we might think of the term "chemical and physical cell biology" to describe a field that is so obviously detected in both of the recent FRAP studies, and the biological significance of this interesting finding awaits coming, indeed is already here. further investigation.
Selected Reading
What about the movement process itself? The FRAP measurements conducted so far on various nuclear pro-
